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THE: CIRCULATION OF FUEL IN 'rANKS Ai'lD THE PICK UP OF
PETROL BY FOAM,
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,1. Intr'od.uctien :- i
. ,., .. '

Although it has been observed (1 r t'hat ~ foam layer 'pro'd~'ced'by injecting
foam at the base of a petrol tank arrives at the sUrface cOntaining petrol, the
mechanism of this pick-up is not,yet fully understood., The concentration of
petrol in the foam is presumably not the only factor'ln'deciding whether a
particular set of foam properties are suit~ble foib?~e injection - the stabili~
of the foam when on the petrol' surface and. SUbjected to radia,tion would be another
it is cl~ar~ necessary for this concentra~ion of petrol to be less than, some
critical value. French and·Hinkley concluded, (1) that a petrol pick~up of'less
than 10 per cent of foam liquid was necessary for extirictiQn. :The prcsenf paper
puts f'orward the hypothesis that the velocity of, the petrol"induced by the stream
o·£'. foam is' an ',important factor in 'determining the pick-up of pe:t;ool. One reason
for suppoatng this to be so is that the pressure induced. iri the' foam layer by
the foam particles driven against it is d.etermined,large~QY this velocity.
This pressure, is the same orner of magnitude as the crit'ical shearung 'strength
of f'oam !}nd ~s this property is known to be of great '~mp9i1;ance in determining the
.picl~~1)p ~~) ~2), it is possible thot the impact of foam particles. ngairist the
coherent: l?y-er" is also important. The results of. J;'elatirlg petrol' pick-Up to the
co16u1at,ed. 'Y,el,ocity of the' rising pe'trol support, this vieY~.The.' D.I..1oinaly of
certain' results with small inlets or high velocities is d i scussed and it is

, suggested, th?-t it is 0 feature of small-scale experiments only~, 'The rising
velocity of ~tle, 'petrol' is calculated f'r-om the analogy w~th. turbulent heated jets
~or whicli t.hcpr'Qtfcal and experimental results are available (8 review is given
by Batchelor U).). - . . ,.., .

'" . '. . , ,

2. Tank: circulation

. At· thEi' .tOP of ,the' tank': there"will be a circulation of· iiquid of the f'orm
ahown in Figure 1,. ' "" . ',:. ', .:
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Figure 1.. :Circulation· in tanks ~

"

,'. ~h.ere arc three regions
•• '...... " I •• : '. •

. C.

•.' .,' ;.} I ,: • :" ','

:,A. t'lle'rising: jet- of 11q~id" arici foam .'...
B. , radially moving liquid. - This carries t'cem from the po~t'

above the scurce towards the periphery of the tank'- .
.a downward moving stremn of liquid•

The assumption is made that C does not i.l}terfere with A. ,It i~ p()ssible from
the calculated. cone angles of a jet in an infinitely wide tank to est i met~ the
diameter of the :jet at ..·!aily·height•. ;"Thus it can be stated whether a taruc has a
height/diameter'ratio :v'here'.A and qare".~eparated.",Clearly if thi~ ratio is large
the upw ard and downward circulatioh ~n:terf.e~c. :' , ' .
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Theory of ,jets

It should be possible to make use of the· theory' of turbulent heated jets
to investigate the velocity distribution in a tank of liquid fuel when foam
is applied in base injeytion. The analogy between the two systems has been
discussed by Batchelor ~3) and is based on the similarity between the two kinds
of buoyancy' forces, Owing to the fact that foam docs not mix.with the fuel the
analogy is incomplete but the distribution of velocity in the 'oil s!iblild'be of
a, similar form to :thnt in a heatied air jet•

..

. '", .'. ,
One. shou'Id. consider a .bhcory of vertical haabed jets 'that includes an

adequate' considerat'iOn. of c0l1ditions 'at the injection zone•. Thi's> is generally
': consider'ed"t~ be a point s ource,. In mostth8oretical treatment p '( see' Batchelor ())

for' a .revie'·I): it i:;; ..assumed tl13t, thedi!"tribu~ion of vo l.ccaty ccroes . the jet is
'" . simi).nr: at 'all heights.. AbO'lp. a ,finite source this similarity will only apply
,. .ab he.igh'ts: .abj:ive about 8 source diameters. In terms· of t,ank :hcightsand" actual

,inlet diameters this is not a .severerestriction. However, most' theories assume
'. ,the conditions 'at.''thc .source to be given by a certain quantity of heat (or weight

. "; ·deficiC.ricy) •. This leads to i~finite temperc.tures and wfinite ,velocities at
, the source of zero size.. H~,ever,Priestley,and Ball ~~) give' a theory.that takes
.intoiccount a: given inlet velocity (or momerrtum) and a given heat flux: (or
,'weight. deficiency). ,For' a finite source, the jet is regarded as originating at a

...·.. point a certain. calculable distance below the actual source.. . . ..' . '"'

....
.. Although,thi,j makes a negligible correction to ·the total effective, height at

several 'diameters above the sour-ce .it enters into'the theory in, amore direct
manner as will:be seen beLos. and"tnt'roduces 'certain' complications., .. .. - .... ... ..

,', ::, The) ;yarlation. of yerticai ve'l.oct ty with height is,. cbtnin2.blo: rron. diosllsionaj
cODoiderc,tiQn,S:,nlono.in ,tho simple theory assuming an infinite. inlet velocity•.
The form of the distribution of velocity across the jet is calcUlable:according to
one of several possible turbulent exchange theories, but may be assumed to be
similar to the normal crror curve...,.:.... ,0' ' .. ,

r:

C.' VJ

'. In general, .bhe .f'orm of ,this radial distribution Day be :regllrded as of
,. , .. secondary importance as .it ;crimaril.;' Lnf'Lucnccs cert[lin. cbnstants"and ,tlJ.,,-rndial

distribution of velocity is not of primary practical interest. If inlet
conditions other t~ total flux of heat or, as in the present case, weight
deficiency do not influence the velocity at'the top of the jet, or alternatively,
if we are considering low inlet velocities and large o.ii?tances from the orifice,
we have for heated vertical .. jets from a point source DJ.

- 1/<.-r -
'---~13

Z

. where W is vertical velocity at height z.
F is proportional'to'the'heat flux;'

,'-; ..
Now ·the heat flux enters into the problem of the heated jet because

represents the driving buoyancy force, :In mechanical units we' have F in
of Weight efficiency. ' . '. . '" .•(. .: r, () ) ..

,,; F.f' LJ \):.~. ':-f/F>- \tt
it
terms

, . where U is the. volume nux .at. inlet·.' . . '. ',' . ,.

":' fiiS, ~h.e' d~Jtsi~y,6ftheinjected. fi~'i,d~i.e>foam.;
. ;'!3J.. is :th~ der-sity: of :the environment '- .i. e.. liquid ,in·tank.--,
~ is the gravitational con,stp.nt., .' . ..

we have

=A
(} =

0.7 appr-ox,
J/E",.,
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where ,E~ = Mean expans'l.on of foam in tank. ,.,' .."

Also r, (2)

where a = area of tank at fuel 'surface.

ondr = rate of injection of foam liquid per unit area of tank surface.

The suffix i'refers to inlet values.

3.1. The eouation for vertical velocity

The'equation f9~)the velocity at the centre of the heated jet given by
Priestley and Ball ~ is, in their ~otation

If'l- 3 A 't + ~- ' (3)
, ~ 6 c1. 1.'- Z 3e "

where A = ...•.•.•••••••.. . (4)

where d· is inlet diametera

and near the source this tends t.o

Q is total heat flux

f) is density

C. is specific heat

OtiS absolute ambient temperature '

( is a constant of order 0.1 determining the cone angle of the jet.

<)n1.l.615 ~ (\)'-,Sh"N\t

It is novi necessary to find the constant B in terms of the boundary
conditions of the problem and then convert into weight deficiency uru.ta,

Following Batchelor (3), if F is as defined as in equation I., (~F-
is the heat flux - V1hich may be equated with Q. 'r'

Thus from equation 4 ' F
, ~','-1\~,

B Tu-y be found as follOWS. The momentum flux is

~f-
.,,;1 L
II (.-( V-, I

<7-

Y is inlet velocity of foam
II. '''i,.'

O.7·t, Z2W2 ' = 'J'2.- "l.V·. "
',c:r- E;

i'
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. 'L::qrc

C. '

For a vertical heated jet Yih (5) (see also Rouse, Yih and Humphreys (6»
quot e s ' the maximum velocity at the centre as

. - 'I].
1+'7 r-

----; I).Z .
so that we can obtain a value for I c I from

7,

4·' 7~

L •.

'w' can then be calculated from equations 1, 2 and 6. Ta.nk dimensions and rate
of f'Los 'are given in ft-sec units, while shear stress .is ,given i.n :iyne/sq.cm.,
Oalculated values of 'WI are given in both ft/sec and ~e!tiac, whi~e the values
of W2 are given in units of ft and cm headd, e. J!~

2g.

.'

It must be borne in mind that in experiments where inlet energies do not
matter compared with those involved in the buc~ancy, the existence of only th,
first of'the two terms in the expression for Vr) means that an incorrect value for
'0' affects all values of 'W' alike, but where both terms are impol'tant, an
error in '0' affects the compounding of the two terms. Th'lS, from a quantitative
view point, the chosen value for '0' is important primarily if cxper-imerrtak dab .
arc included where inlet energies arc important.

The total amount of fuel lS' moving in the stream 'A'. can be calculatec'. if
the radial velocity distribution is known, Assuming the normal error
distribution we have this amount as: i(P' '( Y I. '

'- /1c. z,
s;. I ;;Z Trw Y -€ cLv

I v·

where "r" denotes radial distance

i. e.
-=....

.,--... '1. .. \ .'
'"'2--1 \ C Z ~

i, .

For N inlets the tote..l flow 'is N. S.

4. Application to Base Injection

4.1.The units of petrol pick-up

If all experiments to be correlated were made at the same expansion (and
gave similar drainage rates), the value of petrol pick-up to be used in the
correlation could be expressed either as per unit of liquid or per unit of foam.
However, expansion was vafiXld frQll 3 to 10 in some experiments but only on the
large tank (30 ft x 9 ft)~1). If the pick-up of petrol is associated with. the
impact of foam flakes on the foam blanket the inertia of the fOam will be
important. Thus associated with W2 the appropriate density 'should be that of
the foam. If this is so, the pick-up should be measured ralat~f~ i~)the liquid
content. This is the basis of measurement adopted previously ~ ) t and
continued here, .

4.2.Results.

Based on the results of French and Hinkley (1)' (2), Figures. 2 and 3 show .
the petrol pick-up per unit quantity of liquid at the surface, as a function -:
of the calculated value of W2 for the two principal compounds used. SOme of the,
data inviDlved in these graphs (for example, the mean expansion Em) has had to be
estimated. It is sufficient to take this mean expansion as the mean of the -
inlet and surface expansion as these do not differ by more than 30 per cent for
the large tank or by more than 15 per cent for the small tanks.
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In the experiments on the large tank, the shear strength was ,not constant.
These variations for the large tank exper~~ents acccunt for the use here'cf a
"best" line for a given shear strength equal to tliat used in the slllllll scale (2,'
results. This time is calculated from the formulae given by French and Hinkley

4.3. Discussion of results

It is seen in Figure 2 that the correlation between the data for the large
tank varying expansion and that for the small tank'varying rate of flow is
satisfactory. The data obtained by varying vel Deity on the small tank do' not.
however, correlate with the ot~£r results.

It is not thought (7) that injecting foa.'!"; tIlL'OUg} '~;1.e small c;~:',f:i.ces
necessary to obtain high i!llet velocities for a given n,(oe af:i'ee>t:> t.he t\!.:szr
strength of the foam, though if it does, so it mi.ght exp',cjn t:le L:~reas€:' r:b k 
up. This matter is discussed further below •

.4. 4. Dimenaional Analysis.

The forces arising in the sy.stem would be gravi 'cational, Lncr-tLa, vi~"o'-ls,

and those arising from surface and interfacial tensions.

The gravitational stresses in the f'Lako ar-c of the or-der

S~ 0=, e ( Yc 1- 0' 7 6) ~ ,
where I' is the linear size of particle

E is the concentration by volume of petrol' in the fOaIT4

Therefore for 1 ~ 1 cm

and f ':.':: 0.02.

we have 55 ~300dynes/sq. em,

The viscous forces in the'drag on the r-asang foam can be shown to be
negligible in comparison with the inertia fires. However, vi.s cous forces' might
be important in the fOam lqrer itself. The velocity there would be ve~y small '
.but to overestimate the viscous forces we assume the velocity to be 0.1 C.1l1seo.~

To obtain a str~ss of 300Adyries/sq.cm~ the half thickness of a ' '
film of petrol would be that g~ven by' ~ where'

_I -\

Surface and interfacial tensions If I are of the 'oI"ler 5-20 dynes/em for
foam compound 8.. say, 30 dynes/em for petrol. A small degree of dispersion,
say globules 1 mm fli;:ulletcr, wou'ld produce stresses i,n the foam of the same order
as th0,gravitntional, the inertiv, and foam sh"'ar, '

A dimensional analysis~could therefore proceed as follows. The dependent
variable Can be expressed as a volume to volume concentration" (':". In
additicn to "g", "w" "s" and, ~' t u- there are ratios of the foS!'! and '.'.
petrol densitiesPf-ltc and Of/Ceo s-. .the ratios of the surface tension'of'
petrol and, the interfacial tensitn between foam solution and petrol. Also it
is probable that the foam particle siZe "I" is a factor affecting the petrol'
pick-up.. This will be dependent on the inlet' conditions but may be regarded'

H At this velocity petrol woUld dr~in from an inch lqrer of f'oam in iEiss'
than half a minute.
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as an independent variable from the point of view of petrol pic:k-up.
We may writo'

where "s" only appears as "sw 2".

where J'is; an UnkJ1O\'1n f'unct i.cn,
, 1
In this formula "s" and "1'1" appear in three indepenClent'd:l.mensior.less
groups, but it can be seen that "1'1" only appears 'in the for:'! "SVJ2.lI.
Alternatively, the groups can be written as

-e- t LS~""-- , I- (..,)'1..)

f ..... '?r) ~~,

Thus a first step in correlating" (.., with "s" and "w" is to plot" e"
against "s,,/2". This is shown in Figure 4- where, the restt1.ts for .the
experiments in which velocity was varied by rcducing thu dd ameber- have been
excluded. The correlation for the two different compounds comemuch nearer
together. Apart from the d at a from Figures 2, and 3 Figure 4- includes data
given by French and Hinkley (2) for foams, produced with the same inlet
conditions, but with various shear strengths from compounds other than A
and B. Results for different concentrations of A and B ar.e afsoincluded.
There is some scatter, some of it due to experimental variation arid some
possibly due to variation in the parameters fq ~ and ~.

, ~'l.-- ('

In discussing this, it may be noted that the pick-up for Compound B
tends to be slightly greater than that for Compound A at e~ual values of
"sw2". If this is due to the other variables F'ilJ£'and 5 V/(, data for a
given W2 and varying "s" (e.g. that refcrred to by X'S in Figure 4-.)
would, be expected to have' a smaller slope, than the data for a given "s"
and varying "1'12 e.g. that used in Figs. 2 and '3. While this i.s seen to
be so for the fooms of high shear strength, it is not so ,for the,luHer,
shear strength foams, the slOpe appearing to be greater for these.' These
ef'f'ec't s appear, however, to be secondary to the' effect of "sw2".:

4... 5~ The high petrol pick up with small inlets. '

r

'T!".\; abc of th9;,flc.lc()~ ,-:cr~ .:ct no' .ti;\\e nccsur-cd., but'.ac-Cotding 'to,
French end Hinkley \7) t ho flnkb,: slin" dccr-enaed, , '\;he lmicr ,las thacritical
shearing stress of the foam. Also for inlets less than 5/16 in. diameter,
the flake size appeared to decrease the smaller the inlet. For inlets
greater than 5/16 lit. diameter, the"flakes were of the order t - 1 em in.
diameter and did not appear significantly larger with the 2 in., diameter
inlet with 30 ft. of petrol. ', '

" Little' or no dat~ are' a;'ai~able for foams ,but 'for air bubbles .bhe
,lit1ear size increases as a fractional power-, 'viz., the one-third' power, 'Ofr;the inlet diameter and may, f0r reasons of stability, reach 8lll!'.ximum, sizc')8)
or random size distributior,. presumably independent of inlet conditions.'
If thisl's so the few obser-c at i one of 'flake 'size would be consistent with it,
and the fact that the effect of inl~t size is only marked at small inlet 'sizes
viwld be understandable. Because decreasing "1'" the flake size increases 'the'
surface of foam per unit volume one woUld expect the pick-up to be"relatively ,
higher' for small flakes. '

4-.6. American Test

A number of experiments, h)cluding many at small scale, have been made it1 ..
the U.S.A. by Tuve,& Peterson. ~9). In these the time to extinguish the 'f~re' w~s
measured and an estimate was made, of the limiting condition at which extinoticin
was possible., SiUce their resu~tsare'given in terms of drainage time, not~' :
shear strength, no direct compar-i.son is possible with the early" experiments' of
French & Hinkley in which shear strength, but not drainage, was measured. ."

The two properties are for .any one ccmpound, closely related and in recent "
work at the Joint Research Organization on foam; both drainage and shear
str€:ngth have been, measured. .
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However,i? it is assumed that where drainage was not itself a lLcdting
factor by being either too 100 or too high, the shear strength. of the
foams used byTuve & Peterson is similar to that obtained with compound B,
it may be calculated that where drainang~ is not a limiting factor! ,the
maximun value of YI2 for any of the expenments was 0.05 ft (1.5 em) approx
imately'. This, h~ever, vias for a condition with.an inlet velocity of 25·ft/sec
and an inlet diameter of awraximately 0.095 in. It will be seen that .in
Figure,2 this critical v;:\.ue of ~ is appraxinately that giving a pick-up of
petrol for Compound B, equal or g not much less than the critical amount of
10 per- cent•. On the other hand, the small inlet would presumably have increased
the pick-up above this estimated figure.

'Also, 'it has not proved possible, in view ,Of the limited dat.e , to oor~late
the "anoraaLous" results for smnll inlets for the two compounds A and B in ,
Figures 2 and 3 Vii th each other or with the results of TUITe & Peterson for
small inlets.

There is also one full-scale test reported for petrol.· This· had a 10 in.
, depth of petrol above about 1% feet of fuel oil. The conditions of the test
. were:-

.,:,

. "

Tank size 93 ft. diameter.
Depth of fuel 16 ft. 4 in•

. , Rate 3200 g.p.m. foam (uriited States gallons.)
Inlet orifice diameter = 12 in.

....

-;

For these C0l1,ditions it"is' possible to calculate "w"
From equations 1 and 6 for one inlet

w = 10 ft/sec (inlet velocity 9.2 ft/sec).
and for two inlets

'W = 8 ft/sec (inlet velocity 4.6 ft/sec.)

It is noteworthy thnt both these inlet velocities are mU9h lower than Was .
round to be suitable for extinction in the small-sccie tests ~9), and'this might
be taken to'support the view that allowable inlet velocity is not indepcndent of
scale.

From Figures 2 and 3, it is seen that t,he expected pe trol pick-up in the
test '7ith two inlets is much greater than 10 pnrts per 100 of liquid, and from
a compar-l son vlith the results of French and Hinkley extinction might not have
expected. While it might be thought from this that the Large-» scaJ.e behaViour
cannot,be predicted from small-scale, it must be pointed out that the flow of

.Hquid in tho rising 'strenm oalculated from equatn.on 7 is too great for the
;, ..... experiment to be reg,arded as pertaining to petrol. Thus, from equation 7

..

. ,' ...

S "'73cub ft/sec for one,inlet •

!, 115 cub ft/sec for two inlets•
•

,NO'll form was' applied through one inlet for 5 minutes and through. two' inlets for
, 9 minubes , making the total of oil circulated 70,000 cub ft. This is about
thiTteen tim~the.amount of'petrol present (5,600 cub ft.) so that considerable
mixing would have occurr-ed and the rcsults cannot necessnrily ,be·,regarded as

, ,pertaining to petrol.

4.7.Application to Inrge banks;

,'4.7•. 1 •.. The .number of inlets neccssarv,

if we t~kes.',{i60 dynes/sq~ in. then "w" must be less than about 2 ft./sec.
fer the petrol pick-up to be less than 10 per cent. (See Figure 3..) In what
follows it is assumed that the correlations in Figure 3 can be"applied to large
diameter tanks. This assumption is discussed in the following section.
If Ei = 3.5, R = 1/16 g.p.m. sq.ft. (= 1/~6 x 375)ft/sec.) then,from equation 6

which cani:CNI
be regarde~f.b i...]Pl.Ying to e~c; ~tr!.am;{ f~\3we have

-r 7-1t'liN': r +:,'( /~,di( iOi'N/ '.
"" ,



where D ::: diruneter of tank in ft.
R =depth of petrol in ft.
N =number ,of inlets
d ::: diameter of ' inlet in ft.

If '''dll is .. oves: 1 'ft~ the secord tenn is negli'gible in comparison with the first,
for D2 is approximately unity.

1ilirn I

, For a 100 ft. diameter tank and H ::: 30 ft., N'must be 33, giving an inlet
velocity of 0.18:ft/sec.' ,This, fs the smallest number of inlets that can be used.
The value of N depends on y/3 end, in view of the scatter in ~igures 2 and 3
there is some ambiguity in the necessary value of n, Taking the point P in
Figure 3, u = 2.5 rt/scc and the estimate of N is reduced to 17.' Despite this
ambiguity, these results suggest for large tanks of,petrol base injection cannot
make uce of the existing installations and requires a special construction. Since
t~is conclusion is at vcriance with previous thought on this sUbject, it becolnes
even more imperative to conduct full-scale trials.

4.7. 2'. Possible scale effects

r, ,
/

t

1,~
~ . ....• . :

. ,",.

There are, however, sane grounds for thinking that the above discussion
presents an incomplete view of the ,s,ituation. It has been suggested that pick
up is associated with the impact of individual f'oam particles with each other,
in particular with the, foam layer. In,small diam~ter tanks the foam part~cles

move to the tank' wall .before joining together in a foam, layer, end this means
that the individual particles are forced against a foam layer which is restrained
by the tank Viall. For a 'very large t~~s ~~l nO~be so. 8

,< ,'Y _':> . A

,"
I, "

:~'"" ' Figure 5
• • J~ ' ...

.' "

..J: ~

, ' '

,In F~gurc 5 it,is seen that the velocity of the foam particle A is deter
, ' .. 'mined.by' the local ,velocity w1 of, the ~£ldially moving stream. w1 is of the

,:same orderof'magnitude'as,w ,ncar to the rising stream but is also dependent
, on the value of "r"; However-, sdn ce VI decreases .as 1Ir" increases it follows

that' the paclc-up ofpet'rol when particle A joinS; t'he l8iYer B iS,less, the
, 'greater is "r:l3 NoW the greater the diameter of the tank the greater the amount

" ,of foam, in the· rising , stream. , This may well tend to decrease the distance tirE
at which separate foam particles -form.. together.. This would tend to raise the
~etrol,pick-up. There will, however, be an opposite effect since there is a
maxmnun size of .tank at which i'the Inyer forms at the tank wall. For tanks ~eater

than this critical size, 'foam particles will ,join a layer of foam which is" at
first, moving. radially because it is unrestrnined by the tank wall. Under these
condi'tions the impact'¥eloci ty will be' less and 'so presumably will the petrol
pick-up. ' . '

'.. /

It is not possible to say which of these two effects is predominant or,:: ';
'whether they arc of imp.ortance ,at a~l.' It is, however ; clear: that it may not
neceasarf.Iybe posaabke to dea'l, with the problem of large diamet'er tanks. by' "
extrapol~tion from the data ,for s~all diameter"tanks..

; .:

, '

<' ,"

. ",. ~

',:1
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Similar considerations would apply if the petrol pick-up was
dete:rmined by an amount initially picked up as the foam particle r-eaches
the .free surface and the amount actually present in the layer detenained by
the drainage in the time to travel across the petrol surface to the coherent
foam layer.

5. Discussion and conclusions

The hypothesis that the petrol pick-up is dependent on "w" the velocity
with which petrol or other fuel reaches the surface correlates a number of
different experiments at different scales and the tchaviour of two different
compounds. The principle anomaly is the effect of small inlets and some
tentative explanation of this has been put forward. This is that small
inlet diameters may reduce the foam flake size below a critical size normally
determi~ed by foam sheer strength, interfacial tension and stability consider
ations. The theory otherwise seems capable of allowing for the other effect
of inlet conditions on the magnitude of "w", .'

There do not appear to be any grounds, theoretical or otherwise, for
assuming that the allol/able veloci ty of injection is independent of scale:
the theory suggest that the rate of flow per inlet is tJ. nore important, but
not the only criterion. Since on the assumption that the small experiments
can be used to predict behaviour in tanks of 100 ft diameter, the number of inlets (
calculated to be necessary is sufficiently large to rule out the successful
use of a single product line inlet, it is particularly necessary for full-scale
tests to be carried out.
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